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1. pegasi (plural noun) fabulous winged horses. 

2. armada (noun) a fleet of warships. 

3. promenade (noun) a leisurely walk or ride especially in a public place for pleasure, display or 
exercise. 

4. vocational (adjective) of, relating to or being in training in a specific skill or trade usually with a view 
to gainful employment soon after completion of the course. 

5. reprimand (verb) to express disapproval of severely : chide for a fault : censure formally and 
especially with authority. 

6. éclair (noun) a usually chocolate-frosted oblong cream puff with whipped cream or custard 
filling. 

7. indelible (adjective) permanent. 

8. cologne (noun) a perfumed liquid composed of alcohol and certain aromatic oils chiefly 
derived from the citrus family. 

9. gondolier (noun) one who propels a long narrow flat-bottomed boat with a high prow and stern 
used on the canals of Venice. 

10. muttonchops (plural noun) side-whiskers that are narrow at the temple and broad and round by the lower 
jaws. 

11. clichés (plural noun) trite or stereotyped phrases or expressions. 

12. impregnable (adjective) incapable of being taken by assault. 

13. trenchant (adjective) sharply perceptive. 

14. catacombs (plural noun) subterranean cemeteries consisting of galleries or passages with side recesses 
for tombs. 

15. salutation (noun) a speech of honor or praise : tribute. 

16. dervishes (plural noun) members of any Muslim religious fraternities of monks or mendicants noted 
for their forms of devotional exercises. 

17. consonants (plural noun) letters representing a class of speech sounds characterized by constriction or 
closure at one or more points in the breath channel. 

18. velveteen (noun) a clothing fabric usually of cotton in twill or plain weaves made with a short 
close weft pile in imitation of velvet. 

19. galleon (noun) a heavy chiefly square-rigged sailing ship of the fifteenth to early eighteenth 
centuries used for war or commerce especially by the Spanish. 
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20. wastrels (plural noun) things rejected or discarded as useless or imperfect. 

21. redundancy (noun) the quality or state of being in excess of what is necessary or normal. 

22. inertia (noun) a property of matter by which it remains at rest or in uniform motion in the 
same straight line unless acted upon by some external force. 

23. bronchitis (noun) acute or chronic inflammation of either of the two primary divisions of the 
trachea that lead respectively into the right and the left lung. 

24. juniper (noun) an evergreen shrub or tree having a prostrate or shrubby habit. 

25. haberdashery (noun) the shop of a dealer in men’s furnishings (as shirts, ties, hats). 

26. offal (noun) the parts of a butchered animal that are removed in dressing that consist 
largely of the viscera and the trimmings. 

27. garrison (noun) a military post. 

28. felicitously (adverb) pleasantly, charmingly, delightfully. 

29. treacle (noun) a blend of molasses, sugar and corn syrup used as a table syrup. 

30. attenuated (verb) made thin in consistency. 

31. valise (noun) a traveling bag. 

32. dissertation (noun) a substantial paper that is submitted to the faculty of a university by a 
candidate for an advanced degree. 

33. recompense (noun) a repayment made. 

34. piedmont (adjective) lying or formed at the base of mountains. 

35. sumptuous (adjective) involving large outlay or expense : costly : lavish. 

36. portentously (adverb) in a marvelous manner. 

37. antecedents (plural noun) substantive words, phrases or clauses referred to by pronouns, typically by 
following pronouns. 

38. gaiters (plural noun) cloth or leather leg coverings reaching from the instep to ankle, mid-calf, or 
knee, usually fastened by buttons or buckles, and held by a strap under the 
shank of the shoe. 

39. sachet (noun) a small bag or packet; especially : a small bag containing a perfumed powder 
that is used to scent clothes. 

40. chloroform (noun) a colorless volatile heavy toxic liquid of ethereal odor and sweetish taste used 
chiefly as a solvent and especially formerly as a general anesthetic. 

41. metallurgy (noun) a science and technology that deals with the extraction of metals from their 
ores, refining them and preparing them for use. 

42. Prague (geographical 
entry) 

city on the Vltava River in Bohemia, Czech Republic, that is the capital of the 
Czech Republic and formerly the capital of Czechoslovakia. 

43. balsam (noun) an aromatic substance flowing spontaneously or by incision from a plant and 
not necessarily remaining liquid. 
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44. emaciated (adjective) made lean by impairment (as from hunger). 

45. kelpies (plural noun) water spirits in Scottish folklore that delight in drowning travelers. 

46. corrugated (adjective) having a ridged or furrowed surface. 

47. amethyst (noun) a clear purple or bluish violet variety of crystallized quartz much used in 
jewelry. 

48. chivalrous (adjective) marked by especial courtesy and high-minded disinterested consideration to 
women. 

49. phalanx (noun) a group or body in close formation. 

50. cyanide (noun) an extremely poisonous salt or ester usually with a more electropositive 
element or radical. 

51. galette (noun) a flat round cake of pastry often topped with fruit and usually sprinkled with 
sugar before baking. 

52. noisome (adjective) offensive to the smell or other senses. 

53. munificent (adjective) very generous in giving : lavish. 

54. affidavit (noun) a sworn statement in writing made especially under oath or on affirmation 
before an authorized officer. 

55. glutinous (adjective) having the physical properties of glue. 

56. Babylon (noun) a large city regarded as luxurious, wicked or given to the gratification of the 
senses. 

57. docile (adjective) easily led, managed or handled : tractable, obedient. 

58. tetrarch (noun) any of four officials or directors jointly in control. 

59. frippery (noun) affected elegance : ostentation. 

60. homo sapiens (plural noun) humankind, people. 

61. ligatures (plural noun) things that are used to bind, specifically : threads, wires or other materials 
used in surgery (as for tying the blood vessels). 

62. grenadier (noun) a soldier who carries and throws handheld missiles fitted with a priming 
charge and a bursting charge and filled with a destructive agent (as gas, high 
explosive, incendiary chemicals). 

63. canapés (plural noun) appetizers consisting of a piece of bread or toast or a cracker topped with 
savory food (as cheese or caviar). 

64. voltaic (adjective) of, relating to or producing direct electric current by chemical action (as in a 
battery). 

65. espionage (noun) the practice of watching in a furtive or stealthy manner for the purpose of 
secretly obtaining information for usually hostile purposes. 

66. rapacious (adjective) given to seizing or extorting what is coveted. 

67. prevaricate (verb) to deviate from the truth : to lie. 

68. acclamations (plural noun) loud eager expressions of approval, praise or assent. 
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69. Harlequin (noun) a stock character in comedy and pantomime who appears as a clown or a 
magician and usually wears a mask and multicolored tights and carries a 
wooden sword. 

70. fascist (adjective) of or relating to any program for setting up a centralized autocratic 
national regime with severely nationalistic policies, exercising 
regimentation of industry, commerce, and finance, rigid censorship, and 
forcible suppression of opposition. 

71. savanna or 
savannah 

(noun) a tropical or subtropical grassland usually containing scattered trees or 
shrubs that develops in areas with heavy rainfall and a distinct dry season. 

72. balaclavas (plural noun) hoodlike knitted caps covering the head, neck and part of the shoulders. 

73. courteous (adjective) well-mannered. 

74. aphorism (noun) an adage. 

75. diffidence (noun) distrust of oneself or of one’s own powers : modest reserve. 

76. cinnabar (noun) artificial red mercuric sulfide used principally as a pigment : vermilion. 

77. eviscerated (verb) deprived of essential or vital content or force : weakened decisively. 

78. unguents (plural noun) lubricants or salves (as for sores or burns) : ointments. 

79. concertina (noun) a musical instrument resembling an accordion but having finger buttons 
for keys. 

80. electrolysis (noun) the destruction of hair roots with an electric current. 

81. asseveration (noun) solemn declaration. 

82. lobelia (noun) any plant or flower of a large genus of herbaceous plants of wide 
distribution that have the corolla tube split. 

83. balustrades (plural noun) rows of short columns topped by rails to serve as open parapets (as along 
the edge of a balcony, terrace, bridge, staircase or the eaves of a building). 

84. expiation (noun) something done as an act of atonement. 

85. flambeau (noun) a flaming torch usually made by combining thick wicks saturated with a 
quick-burning substance. 

86. solomon (noun) a very wise man. 

87. ambuscade (noun) an ambush. 

88. execrations (plural noun) acts of cursing or denouncing. 

89. fuchsia (noun) any plant of a genus of decorative shrubs with pendulous flowers found 
chiefly in tropical America but often cultivated as potted plants. 

90. proboscis (noun) the very long, flexible snout of some mammals; especially : the trunk of an 
elephant. 

91. exordium (noun) the introductory part of a discourse or composition. 

92. Leipzig (geographical 
entry) 

a city at the confluence of three rivers in Saxony, eastern Germany. 
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93. phaeton (noun) an open automobile with two cross seats, usually four doors and a folding 
top. 

94. marengo (adjective) of, consisting of or served with a sauce made of mushrooms, tomatoes, 
olives, oil and wine. 

95. jacquerie (noun) a peasants’ revolt. 

96. beryllium (noun) a steel-gray light strong brittle toxic metallic element. 

97. ichor (noun) an ethereal fluid taking the place of blood in the veins of the gods. 

98. tergiversation (noun) evasion of straightforward action or clear-cut statement of position. 

99. mille-feuille (noun) a rich pastry consisting of several oblong layers of puff paste with a filling 
of cream, custard or jelly. 

100. auf Wiedersehen (interjection) good-bye. 

 


